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edison365 expands its existing portfolio to include
edison365projects, formerly known as PS+
edison365 launches the edison365 suite, comprising edison365ideas, the ground
breaking ideation solution, and edison365projects, formerly known as PS+; the
award-winning Project Portfolio Management (PPM) solution.
PS+ launched in 2013 and has global partners and customers across all business sectors. The passion behind
the PS+ team combined with the close working relationship with Microsoft has led to PS+ winning Microsoft
global partner of the year award and ensures that customers are able to drive value, increase employee
productivity, enhance customer satisfaction and improve bottom line revenue.
Over the course of 2017 the team behind PS+ listened to its customers and enriched PS+ to share the same
acclaimed user experience and usability as edison365ideas whilst at the same time adding major new
functionality around portfolio optimisation and management reporting. PS+ has now oﬃcially changed its
name to edison365projects and joins edison365ideas under the edison365 Suite.
With thousands of edison365 users already across Europe, North America, Asia and Australia, edison365
creates the freedom to crowdsource ideas and the structure to implement them.
With edison365ideas, businesses empower and engage their employees with a solution to raise their ideas
and focus on speciﬁc operational issues with insight from every level of the organisation.
edison365projects, features a simple, intuitive user interface and provides a structured approach supporting
end to end project, portfolio and resource management to bring about value with measurable results.
ideas and projects can be used together or on their own as solutions for ideation or PPM.
The edison365 suite leverages a business’s existing Microsoft Oﬃce 365 investment. For many organisations,
Crowdsourcing ideas or managing projects through Oﬃce 365 is the obvious route; edison365 is easy to
deploy and enables organisations to fulﬁl their end to end ideation and PPM requirements whilst maximising
the use of their oﬃce365 platform.

“Many businesses are missing out on innovative new ways to succeed and grow, because
good ideas aren’t heard or developed properly. The edison365 suite gives them a means to
create and collaborate on ways to enhance business value. Time to value is fast, as it’s easy
to use and leverages existing Oﬃce 365 investments.”
Ivan Lloyd, CEO, edison365
edison365ideas enables employees of all levels to submit their ideas, respond to challenges, and collaborate
with colleagues. Through crowdsourcing, edison365ideas increases employee engagement, and rewards the
workforce for their investment in the future of their business. Once submitted ideas can be objectively rated
by a challenge group to easily understand which ideas will be successful and bring the most beneﬁt.
edison365ideas creates an environment that fosters collaboration with actionable objectives – for greater
innovation.
edison365projects delivers all the capabilities for successfully managing a diverse portfolio of projects and
resources; from planning through to resource optimisation, collaboration, document control and time
collection. Advanced analytics and reporting supports businesses in their decision-making process enabling
problems to be anticipated and mitigated and performance to be understood and visible.
edison365ideas is used to crowdsource ideas, and edison365projects transforms those creative ideas into
winning projects.
Further modules will be added to the suite during 2018.

About edison365:
The edison365 suite leverages Microsoft Oﬃce 365 to deliver the freedom to crowdsource ideas from
employees, and the method to implement them. Combining innovative award-winning ideation and Portfolio
Management modules, edison365 turns your good ideas into great business solutions. With edison365ideas,
businesses can identify areas of focus, and crowdsource ideas from their employees to achieve speciﬁc,
valuable problem-solving, while giving them a voice and platform to raise their ideas. Then, using
edison365projects, the award-winning Microsoft PPM solution, businesses can seamlessly execute projects
through an intuitive, sleek interface, to generate measurable results based on insight from every level of the
organisation.

“edison365 is a real game changer for many customers looking to better manage innovation,
leverage powerful project management tools and unlock business value from Oﬃce 365. The
edison365 team have taken the time to understand what is happening in the modern customer workplace, and this solution demonstrates their strong capability in a cloud-connected
world.”
Laura Bouchard - Partner Sales Director, Microsoft
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